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INT. Waiting Room
(Wide shot. Keely waits nervously she bites her fingernails she holds a gift box on her 
knee wrapped with a yellow bow. Medium Shot. Side POV shot. She joined by a stranger 
the lead character Cameron. Aloof he sits aside her as if she doesn't exist. Waits a beat 
and than stands up and moves aside one chair. Awkward silence. Keely tries to introduce 
herself. Cameron is caught off guard. He introduces himself self deprecatingly. His name 
is called by the counselor. He nods to her. He enters.)

Keely: Hi, have we met? (a beat)
Cameron: What?
Keely: I guess not.
Cameron: Don't (a beat) What's (a beat)
Keely: I'm Keely
Cameron: Cameron.
Keely: Cam'ron
Cameron: Just barely Cameron
Counselor: Cameron
Keely: I don't ever think I've heard the name Cameron so much. (Cameron goes toward 
the door and Keely waits a beat) Cameron. (He turns to her) She's got a new couch.

Fade to Black.

INT. Waiting Room
(Fade up. Cameron looks for her. She's gone. )

Cameron: They never seem to stick around long enough.

(Slowly and awkwardly he leaves.)

INT. Classroom
(Cameron arrives early. He starts to doodle as the classroom sped up begins to fill around 
him. He watches the door close as the professor enters. He watches the legs of the skirted 
girl to his left.)

INT. Stairs
(Cameron negotiates his way through crowded stairs. He's swallowed by the crowd as 
they walk out the doors around him.)

INT. Student Center
(Cameron sits alone while methodically eating french fries. Cut to: Cameron eating a 
cheeseburger and carrot sicks. Cut to: Cameron sips orange juice.)
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INT. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
(Cameron enters his bedroom exhausted, as Quentin counts the dents in the ceiling. They 
both talk about their boredom and decide to cure it with alcohol.)

Quentin:  45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56. 57. 58. 59. 60
Cameron: What hell are doing?
Quentin: 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70...
Cameron: 71, 72, 73, 74,
Quentin: Already counted those.
Cameron: Why are you counting the bumps on the ceiling?
Quentin: Seems as reasonable as drinking a spiked smoothie. You ever spike a smoothie? 
What would taste good in a smoothie?
Cameron: I don't know. Why would someone spike a smoothie?
Quentin: Maybe they maybe they got bored at Starbucks or something.
Cameron: I think that's why people bring their computers.
Quentin:  Yeah I - I Did you just crack a joke?
Cameron: Well
Quentin: You just cracked a joke. ALL RIGHT I'M FINALLY RUBBING OFF ON 
YOU!!  (Raises his hand high) HIGH FIVE!! (Cameron stares at him) C'Mon High Five.
Cameron: No.
Quentin: Party pooper.
Cameron: Feel like getting some wings.
Quentin: Cheap Wings. I have class tomorrow morning
Cameron: Oh ok. Maybe tomorrow
Quentin: Lets go.
Cameron: But you have a class
Quentin: Did you really think I was gonna stay here and learn. Lets go.

Fade out.
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Int. Bar Scenes 
(Fade up. Cameron and Quentin share a few beers at the bar as Quentin and Cameron go 
back and forth waxes poetically about the pointlessness of the college experience, any 
drug harder than marijuana and why he's planning to join the peace corps and have sex 
with drunken Eastern Europeans women. His reasoning is simple.)

Quentin: I think I might join the peace corps.
Cameron: Peace corps... never. Why?
Quentin: Its the sweetest job in the world they pay you to travel teach English and sleep 
with women
Cameron: Hopefully you won’t get blown or something.
Quentin: Hopefully. There I'd be hot stuff. There I'm Exotic. And they all will 
think that maybe they have a chance to come back to America with me.
Cameron: Why are you like that?
Quentin: What?
Cameron: You know. Have you thought about being nicer?
Quentin: I'm nice.
Cameron: I mean. With them.
Quentin: Them. (Holly and Candace pass entering the restaurant) They And their Them 
(two beats) Not really. No I haven't really thought about it
Cameron:  I would be nice if I could not think about them. It would be (two beats) a 
better life. If they (a beat) you know on Star Trek Picard never was worried about it. He 
was above it.
Quentin: Yeah but wasn't he screwing the doctor. And Reicher was screwing everyone 
else. Not to mention Kirk.
Cameron: Good point. Good one. I gotta..
Quentin: Don't wanna know..
Cameron: Right.. Ready to go..
Quentin: Yeah
Cameron: I'll pay you back.
Quentin: Ehh.. It'll all even out-..

(Cameron leaves the bar and spots Samantha in the corner of his eye with a group of 7 
friends. He sees Friend #1 trying to talk Holly out of the bathroom. 

Cut to:
(He exits the bathroom, Samantha catches him as now Aaron is trying to talk Holly out of 
the bathroom. Cameron wishes him luck. Samantha watches him enter the bathroom. 
Taps Quentin on the shoulder. They put on their jackets and leaves.)
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Black Screen
(The alarm rings)
Int. Cameron and Quentin’s Bedroom (9 AM)

Quentin: Cameron
Cameron: Yeah.
Quentin: Turn that fucking thing off.
Cameron: Yeah.

Fade in. Montage. 

Music up and under Explosions in the Sky's First Breath After Coma  

Int. Bathroom (Quick Cuts)
(Cameron splashes his face with water. Cameron brushes his teeth. Cameron flosses. 
Cameron Slaps his face. Cameron splashes his face with water again.)

Int. Dining Hall
(Cameron eats cereal alone.)

Int. Library Front Desk
(Cameron enters the library and notices Samantha but she doesn't notice him. She's 
staring off into space. )

Int. Library 
(Cameron in a crevice of the library reading the book. )
(End Montage)

(Music down and under)
Int. Library Front Desk
(Cameron comes toward the front desk where he finds Samantha behind the desk. The 
only thing that he can coherently say "What's you're name?")

Samantha: Hi. How may I help you?
Cameron: These...
Samantha: Check out or in
Cameron: "What's you're name?"

(She points to her name-tag sarcastically. She than tries to adjust it. He helps her unhook 
it and rehooks it. She checks out the book as he continues to stare at her. She's self 
conscious, he backs away, salutes her as he stumbles down the stairs. Waits a beat 
composes himself salutes her again as he leaves. )

(Music Fades as Cameron stares at the ceiling.)
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Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
(Cameron lies down on his bed. Quentin approaches him and looks down at Cameron 
who is grinning.) 

Quentin: "That's a shit eating grin if i ever saw one."

Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
(Cameron wakes overhead shot. Steps out of the bed.)

Int. Bathroom
(Cameron waits outside of the bathroom as a Man steps out and says hello and passes.)

Int. Classroom
(Cameron anxiously waits for class to begin as he taps both feet, than one than another, 
than both again. As the room begins to fill.)

Int. Library Front Desk
(POV. shot. Cameron is fourth in line at the library fully expecting Samantha as Sprocket 
works her way through the first three students. All Cameron can see is Sprockets hands at 
the front of the line. He is nervous and is bopping his head. It stops as he looks at 
Sprocket's name-tag. The Shot switches to a close-up of Cameron. He's deflated when he 
meets Sprocket and can't believe that's her name.)

Sprocket: Hi, How may I help you?
Cameron: Sprocket.
Sprocket: Say it don't spray it.
Cameron: Sprocket.
Sprocket: I hate this name tag idea.
Cameron: Ummm () I think I better go.
Sprocket: That would be wise.
Cameron: Outstanding.

(Cameron backs away and into someone. He apologizes.)

Int. 1st Bathroom
(Cameron splashes his face. Covers his mouth with one hand and blows.)
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Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
Quentin mimics a scene from Good Will Hunting as a devastated Cameron his shirt is 
soaken wet as he enters to the room. After he explains what happened Quentin explains 
his relationship philosophy and gives a pep talk like only he can. Quentin reassures 
Cameron about Samantha and tells him to go back a week from the five day you saw her. 

(QUENTIN sits in a chair in his boxes and a hoodie top as he watches gazing adoringly at 
Good Will Hunting as he mimics aloud)

QUENTIN: What the fuck are we gonna do? We can't spare fifteen minutes? 
(A beat) Double Burger. (a beat) Double Burger. (singing) Chuck I had a Double Burger. 
(Another BOSTON ACCENT) Will you shut the fuck up.  I know what you ordered I 
was there. So give me my fucking sandwich. (to Cameron as he's noticed that he's 
entered)
Cameron: "Hey."
Quentin: What do-ya-mean your sandwich I bought it.
CAMERON: "Hey"
QUENTIN: Morgan how much money you got. (a beat) (mimicking) I said I'd get the 
change when we get the snow cone. (Quentin Pauses the DVD. And turns to Cameron) (a 
beat) "What's that?"
CAMERON: "I pussyed out. I fucked up and now she's never gonna talk 
to me again. Never. its over.
QUENTIN: You should...(turns an imaginary key over his mouth and shoots it like 
a basketball in the wastebasket )
CAMERON: Fuck
QUENTIN: "Matt Damon is… What? Don't pervert this movie with your profanity. 
Pause it."
CAMERON: What?"
QUENTIN: "This is Matt Damon's only Oscar nomination. Its crazy he deserved two 
others.
Cameron: Spare me the Rounders speech.
Quentin: (a beat) I hate Bagger Vance. You "pussyed out" (uses his fingers to make 
apostrophes around pussyed out)? (a beat) (uses his fingers to make apostrophes around 
pussyed out)?
CAMERON: You know that girl
QUENTIN: There's lots gals. They’re kinda half the species.
CAMERON: The library chick.
QUENTIN: The library chick. (a beat) (shakes his head no)
CAMERON: The one at the front desk (a beat) Samantha.
QUENTIN: I've never been to the library here.
CAMERON: You're a junior.
QUENTIN: I know that.
CAMERON: Not even for class. The uhh.. obligatory "this is how to use a search engine" 
speech-.. etc.
QUENTIN: No.
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CAMERON: Wow.
QUENTIN: I don't think that earns a "wow". So that's the reason you go to the library. 
Things are making sense now. Cause you don't read.
CAMERON: I can read.
QUENTIN: Of course you can (a beat) you don't read. Just cause you can do something 
doesn’t mean you do it
CAMERON: Neither do you.
QUENTIN: I know. That's why God invented Hollywood and than Hollywood killed 
God. (a couple of beats) "Can I take a guess?"
CAMERON: Go ahead. Do your..
QUENTIN: You know this chick or have met her before. You have a class with her or 
just see her. You were too much of a pussy to just ask this chick out. And of course you 
were uncertain."
CAMERON: "Uncertainty is normal."
QUENTIN: "Yeah sure. Sure it is. So you protect yourself. You babble incoherently and 
hope that you can charm her or something and than go in for the kill then."
CAMERON: "In not so graphic terms roughly…. Yeah sure we'll go with that sure. 
Something like that"
QUENTIN: "You're saying "sure" a lot. Will you
CAMERON: Sure. Sure. Sure. Sure.
QUENTIN: Stop.
CAMERON: "Sur.. ok. What's your advice?"
QUENTIN: "Just spit it out."
CAMERON: "I only see her for about a minute before the line gets long."
QUENTIN: "Is she important to you? Wait don't answer that  (a beat) wrong question. 
Do you think she can be important to you?"
CAMERON: "Yes."
Quentin: Than do it. Just blurt it out. The worst that can happen is that she says yes and is 
an axe murder and she kills you on your first date. Wha?
Cameron: Ok

Int. Waiting Room
(Cameron enters the waiting room where Keely sits waiting anxiously. She begins a 
quick nervous conversation, before its interrupted by the counselor.)

Keely: Hey Cam'ron
Cameron: Cameron.
Keely: I know. I'm being friendly (a beat) let me be friendly
Cameron: I don't think anyone has ever asked me that before.
Keely: I like winning.
Counselor: Cameron.
Cameron: I gotta go.
Keely: Of course. Leave me hanging.
Cameron: Bye.
Keely: Bye
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Ext. Outside the Dining Hall
(As Cameron leaves the office bumps into Samantha and Holly.  Samantha introduces the 
two. Cameron is uncomfortable and can't take his eyes off Samantha. Samantha calls him 
Connor.) 

Samantha: Hey.

Holly: Hey.
Cameron: Hey.
Samantha: How are you?
Cameron: Good. You?
Holly: I’m Holly.
Samantha: Sorry Connor Holly, Holly Connor.
Cameron: Cameron
Samantha: Sorry.
Holly: Which one is it?
Cameron: I think I remember my name. Sometimes.
Samantha: I guess I just liked Connor better.
Cameron: I think I should go.
Samantha: Sorry about that
(Cameron leaves. Holly hits Samantha.)

Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
Close up on Cameron as he tosses and turns

Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
The Following day, Cameron goes through a series of poses in the mirror to pump 
himself up and stretch his joints. All quick cuts of each pose. He's in bright white socks, 
boxers and a white tee shirt. He dresses on camera. 

Int. Classroom
Cameron bumps into someone as he enters the classroom. He sees someone in his seat in 
the second row. He sits upfront instead.

Int. Library Front Desk
(POV Cameron waits in line where he sees only a pair of hands working. He's holding a 
daffodil behind his back. The girl behind him is glaring at it. As the line begins to 
dissolve. He sees Sprocket. Samantha tells him that she wants this one. (Music Swells) 
She writes her number and rips it while ripping it from the notebook. She rewrites it and 
looks up and sees the daffodil on the desk.)

Fade to Back.
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Int. Waiting Room

(Wide Shot. Empty chairs. Keely exits the office. She sits and picks up a copy of a year 
old news-weekly. Side POV Shot. She's on short sleep as she sees two people pass 
leaving. She discards the magazine. He than starts biting her fingernails. Cameron enters. 
Aloof and slow he approaches sits next to her and than a seat down. Keely awkwardly 
introduces herself. It catches Cameron off-guard. He introduces herself self deprecatingly 
before his name is called. He nods her as she continued to talk. POV shot as Cameron 
leaves after being called by the counselor.)

Keely: Hi, have we met? (a beat)
Cameron: What?
Keely: I guess not.
Cameron: Don't (a beat) What's (a beat)
Keely: I'm Keely
Cameron: Cameron.
Keely: Cam'ron
Cameron: Just barely Cameron
Counselor: Cameron
Keely: I don't ever think I've heard the name Cameron so much.
(Cameron goes toward the door and Keely waits a beat)
Keely: Cameron. (He turns to her) She’s got a new couch.
(As Cameron and the counselor leave. Keely waits staring at her cell-phone. It rings.)
Keely: I’ll be right outside.

Int. Car (Minutes Later) 

(A half minute of silence. Samantha is driving. )

Keely: So you're not gonna talk?
Samantha: Hadn't planned on it.
Keely: Does anyone ever plan on talking?
Samantha: Obviously you do
Keely: What is it sam?
Samantha: I don't... what are you talking about?
Keely: You've been (a beat) closed mouthed; you've never been closed mouthed
could be a new phase or...
Samantha: (interrupts) Stop fishing
Keely: I'm not fishing
Samantha: You are
Keely: Yeah... I can't tell what's in your head these days (a beat) (Awkward Silence)
Keely: We got invited to a gathering
Samantha: Who's going?
Keely: People.
Samantha: I thought you meant cats.
Keely: It'll be fun.
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Samantha: Sure.
Keely: Trust me
Samantha: Of course

Int. Bar Scene 
(Silent. Music up and over.)
(Keely laughs and is comfortable with the situation as she sits next to Samantha who 
looks distant and doesn't even look at Samantha as she talks sees a female friend Meg 
who is trading looks with Aaron who  is sitting next to Keely at two adjoined tables at a 
bar with two friends, Holly and Friend #2 enter as Friend #3 and Friend #4 are a couple 
and are  very much in puppy love sits across from Keely and Samantha. Holly embraces 
Samantha, Friend #2 and Holly embrace Keely. Everyone says hello.  As the group eat 
and drink, Samantha gets more distant. Holly is upset by Aaron and goes into the 
bathroom; Meg follows her in. Samantha suggests that Aaron try and make it up to her. 
Slightly after Meg comes back out, twenty seconds before. Aaron gets up and waits 
outside of the bathroom as Samantha watches Cameron exit the bathroom. And meet and 
tap Quentin on the shoulder. They put on their jackets and leave. )

Fade to Black.

Int. Library Front Desk
(Samantha stares into air.) 

Int. Library 
(Samantha goes through customers up front from the library.)

Int. Library Front Desk
(Cameron comes toward the front desk where he finds Samantha behind the desk. The 
only thing that he can coherently say is "What's you're name?" She points to her name-tag 
sarcastically. She than tries to adjust it. He helps her unhook it and rehooks it as he 
introduces himself. She checks out the book and he salutes her as he stumbles down the 
stairs. Waits a beat composes himself salutes her again as he leaves. )
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Int. Holly's Apartment
(Holly and Samantha sit in the kitchen. They eat facing each other on a countertop.)

Samantha: This interesting thing happened today.
Holly: Did you guys finally make up?
Samantha: What are you talking about?
Holly:" The interesting thing that happened today?" You and Keely (a beat) its obvious 
you're having issues.
Samantha: Don't wanna talk about it.
Holly: Don't wanna talk about it period (a beat) today (a beat) for a little while (a beat) 
maybe just to me
Samantha: Holly
Holly: What interesting thing happened today?
Samantha: I had a moment.
Holly: "I had a moment." What the hell does that mean?
Samantha: There are moments and than there are moments. I had a moment.
Holly: Is that what this whole thing is about? A guy.
Samantha: No.

Holly: Maybe not one guy but... you know what I mean
Samantha: No.  (a beat) This is some good pasta.
Holly: Than what was your moment.
Samantha: He was just so (a beat)
Holly: Have you told her?
Samantha: No.
Holly: Are going to?
Samantha: No. And I hope I can trust you. At least until I can figure this out.
Holly: Ok. (a beat)
Samantha: How are things with Aaron?
Holly: Don't wanna talk about it.
Samantha: I guess I deserve that
Holly: Good pasta will do that to you.

Int. Samantha's single room
(Phone Rings. Samantha looks across the room at the clock (its 120 AM) on her desk and 
the ringing phone. She's screening phone calls. Keely leaves a concerned message telling 
she'll be waiting after Samantha finishes work tomorrow. Samantha slowly stands and 
looks down at the messages its the 10th on the machine. She erases each one.)

Int. Lounge 
(Samantha rips open a cup of soup. She fills its with water. She puts in the microwave. 
She watches as she makes it. )
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Int. Samantha's Single Room
(She sits watching a movie late at night.) 

Int. Library Front Desk
(Samantha stands alone at the front desk. Sprocket takes over for her. Holly picks her up.)

Ext. Outside a Building
(Samantha and Holly bumps into Cameron. Samantha introduces him and than he 
passes.)

Samantha: See ya soon
Cameron: Soon

Int. Samantha's Single Room
(Samantha enters with groceries. She looks down. She puts down the groceries and picks 
up a note from Keely. It says to meet her tomorrow.)

Int. Samantha's Single Room
(Samantha types on the computer. )

Int. Samantha's Single Room
(Samantha watches another movie. )

Int. Lounge
(Samantha makes a cup of soup in the lounge again. / Samantha slurps the soup. / She 
turns on the television. Samantha sits back down and quickly falls asleep.)
Int. Lounge
(The Next morning. Samantha is woke up by an unseen person.)

Int. Library Bathroom
(Samantha applies and reapplies makeup and lipstick in her compact.)

Int. Library Front Desk
(Samantha Stares off into space. Samantha works. Cameron places the daffodil down. 
Samantha shocked looks up at Cameron.)

Ext. Library
(Samantha waits. Keely approaches her.)
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Int. Diner
(Keely and Samantha sit across from each other, by a window.)

Keely: Where'd you get the daffodil? Doesn’t look like the ones I gave you.
Samantha: Don't wanna talk about it.
Keely: Well its your favorite
Samantha: Don't wanna talk about it.
Keely: You've been a little strange lately. And my doctor said I should sit you down and 
let you vent.
Samantha: "Dr"
Keely: Don't knock it till you try it.
Samantha: I wouldn't
Keely: Of course not. You're too stubborn.
Samantha: Stubborn. Opinion that's different than yours same thing right.
Keely: Right.
Samantha: I don't know if I can do this anymore.
Keely: Do What?
Samantha: School. Life. Us. I'm just not sure. I don't know what the fuck...
Keely: That's what I'm here for. I love you and I can make you sure. Do you love me?
Samantha: (Hesitates) Yes.
Keely: Confidence shot. Geez.
Samantha: I I I - I don't know. I'm not sure. I'm not sure. I'm sorry. I don't know.
Keely: I'll take you home.
Samantha: You don't have to I'll get a cab or something.
Keely: I'll take you home.
Samantha: Thanks

Ext. Car (Minutes Later)
(Keely drives and Samantha stares out the window (Silent))

Fade to Black.
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Int. Samantha’s Single Bedroom
Int. Cameron and Quentin’s Bedroom
( Fade up. Music down and under. Conversation up and over. Samantha rips open the top 
of a pop can. She rinses it. Cameron walks back and forth in his room. He jumps up and 
down. Samantha feels it for soda residue with her index finger. Pops it with her finger 
several times. Cameron does calistitics. Samantha fills the pop can with water. Places it 
on her window ceil and carefully rearranges the daffodil in it. Cameron sits on the edge 
of his bed his hand is in a fist and as he bits his nails quietly as the conversation catches 
up to them when Samantha asks Well What do you do school for? Quick shots of 
Samantha staring at the daffodil and Cameron thinking of something to say.)

Samantha: So... i just kinda met you
Cameron: Well i just kinda met you too
Samantha: I'm not sure how to do this (a beat) guys don't usually stare at me  (a beat) 
and than show up with a flower
Cameron: About (a beat) that (a beat) sorry about that
Samantha: Its ok
Cameron: Its not (two beats) I don't (a beat) I blanked
Samantha: Blanked?
Cameron: Blanked  (a beat) I do that sometimes just (a beat) not quite a daydream cause 
I know what's going on around me (a beat) sometimes is like (a beat) I don't know
Samantha: Its happens
Cameron: Yeah
Samantha: So.. what's your major?
Cameron: Business Analysis Business Computer Applications
Samantha: Long title (a beat) like the young and the restless
Cameron: (forced laughter) Something like that.
Samantha: So you work with (a beat) computers
Cameron: No. not really.
Samantha: Ok. (a beat) business than
Cameron:  Not quite.
Samantha: Well what do you do school for?
(awkward pause)
Cameron: Mostly doodling. (she laughs. he than joins in.)
Cameron: Yeah. I was thinking (a beat)  that maybe I could come over
Samantha: Oh okay. ahh (a beat) like when?
Cameron: Like later not much later but later how about seven
Samantha: Seven
Cameron: Is that (a beat) ok
Samantha: Seven's great

Fade to Black. 
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Ext. Samantha’s Single Room
(Fade Up. Shot on Samantha's door. Cameron walks toward it. Stares at it. Backs away 
and knocks on it. )

Fade to Black.

(Fade Up. White Letters on the screen "Twenty Minutes Later" as Cameron is sitting on 
the floor. 11 Daffodils sit next to him. Silence. Dejected he gets up and walks away.) 

Fade to Black.

(Phone Rings. Fade up. Cameron sitting on his bed holding the phone as Quentin stares at 
him.)

Quentin: This is a dumb idea. She stood you up. Pathological.
Cameron: shh.
Quentin: Don't shush me. Just assume she's a psychopath. She's just like the other..  
Lets go get some Jack and find some freshmen.
(Answering machine picks up) 
Cameron: Hi um... is Cameron.... I really wish you were there ah... that's a little 
awkward... you wouldn't have, I don't (two beats) you would have done that on
... (machine beeps) (Cameron turns off the phone. Quentin stares at him)
Quentin: Lets get some Jack and find some freshmen.
(Cameron lies down on his side mournfully.)
Quentin: Pathological.
Cameron: She's not pathological.
Quentin: Than explain?
Cameron: Maybe her mom died.
Quentin: Maybe we really went to the moon, but do you really wanna take that chance?
Cameron: I need to sleep.
Quentin: There’ll be other girls.
(Cameron lays back and down. Quentin shuts the light and leaves.)

Fade to Black.
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Black Screen
White letters 2:31 AM

Int. Cameron and Quentin’s Bedroom.
(Phone rings. Cameron picks up. )

Quentin: Pathological

Cameron: Shh.. Hello? Hi. Yeah yeah sure how a late lunch or something 2:30
Quentin: (coughs) don't do it!
Cameron: Shh. 2:45 sounds great. I'll pick you up.
(silence)
Quentin: Pathological

(Fade Up. Music up.)

Int. Bathroom
(Cameron splashes his face with water in the sink.)

Int. Classroom.
(Cameron is late for class. Cameron slips in and sits in the front row.)

Ext. Samantha’s Residence hall.
(Cameron composes himself in the hall beforehand. He's than shocked as he sees 
Samantha and Holly approach him. He steps outside the car. Both Samantha and Holly 
hug him.)

Int./Ext. Restaurant
(A lunch scene at a restaurant, Silent. Uncomfortable.) 

(Bleeds into the next scene)

Int. Waiting Room
(Wide shot. Dejected Cameron sits aside Keely.)
Cameron: Hey. Keely right.
Keely: You remembered my name. Most people think its Kelly.
Cameron: I'm glad its not Kelly. I haven't had much luck with Kelly's.
Keely: Sorry about that
Cameron: You didn't do anything wrong. (a beat) Can I ask you a question, Keely?
Keely: Yeah sure.
Cameron: Do you ever actually go inside or are you just a therapy groupie?
Keely: Lil' bit of column A... (a beat) Is that it?
Cameron: Well.. no.
Keely: Ok
Cameron: Well I don't usually ask strangers things like this..
Keely: Well I don't usually give strangers advice other than you know "STOP PULLING 
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YOUR SISTER'S HAIR!!" but...  shoot.
Cameron: You're somewhat of an expert.
Keely: In what?
Cameron: You're one of them.
Keely: (nearly offended) What are you talking about?
Cameron: You're a woman. Right?
Keely: Oh... I thought (half a beat) sorry. Yeah yeah I'm one of them.
Cameron: Say you go out with a lad and the lad.
Keely: "Lad"
Cameron: "Guy" "Dude" "Feller" "Boy"
Keely: "Insert Here" Sorry bad joke. I don't really spend much time with those. You 
know boys.
Cameron: Ok (a beat) ok... hypothetically... (a beat) ok
Keely: Ok So this lad... what (half a beat)?
Cameron: Its obvious that he likes her. Even buys her favorite flowers. Well she brings 
her friend on the first date.
Keely: Her friend?
Cameron: Another person.
Keely: That had to be weird.
Cameron: You're telling me
Keely: You mean you're the lad I had No idea.
Counselor: Cameron
Keely: Sounds like she's not comfortable yet. Don't rush it. Make her comfortable.
(Cameron and the counselor exit. Keely waits. staring at her phone. Samantha enters.)
Samantha: Keely
Keely: This is a surprise.
Samantha: We need to talk.
Keely: Ok. How's your daffodil? Not working like you wanted it to?
Samantha: This isn't about that.
Keely: No.
Samantha: No. Do you have a ride?
Keely: No.
Samantha: Lets go. 

Fade to Black.
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Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
(Cameron lies on the floor. He stares at the ceiling.)

CAMERON: I just didn't see it coming
QUENTIN: They're minds ..... a mystery. If you did know that it would already be over 
and they wouldn't taste so good.
CAMERON: They?
QUENTIN: Women.
CAMERON: Oh...
Quentin: All you can do is guess.
Cameron: Where's the phone?
(Quentin tosses him the phone.)
Quentin: What are you doing?
Cameron: Its your fault.
Quentin: My fault
Cameron: We're gonna play guesstures
Quentin: We're gonna play guesstures?
Cameron: We're gonna play guesstures
Quentin: Me.. Board Games (shakes his head)
Cameron: There's no board
Quentin: Do your own dates... group dates bad idea
Cameron: She's coming over and she's bringing a friend.
Quentin: I'm going to the library
Cameron: You're gonna do this for me
Quentin: I am.
Cameron: Could  be the best thing that ever happened to you
Quentin: Could be. Could be a collassel mistake like New Coke.

Int. Cameron and Quentin’s Bedroom
(Music up and over. The White Stripes “Its True That We Love One Another.” Holly and 
Samantha enter. Cameron introduces them. Cameron can barely take his eyes off 
Samantha. They begin playing Guesstures while sitting on the floor.)

Cut to: (Another round of Gameplaying)
Cut to: (Another round of Gameplaying)
Cut to: (Holly and Samantha lingering and than leaving with Cameron.)
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Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
(Holly reenters, she picks up her coat and is curious as she slowly scans the room. About 
30 seconds or so passes until Quentin enters with a bag of fresh popcorn)

Quentin: Holly.
Holly: Hello
Quentin: Hi
Holly: Do you normally leave your door unlocked?
Quentin: Of all choices (a beat) Its not a big one. Why are you here?
Holly: Am I intruding?
Quentin: (quickly) No.
Holly: How long have you known Cameron?
Quentin: You're a curious one.
Holly: Well yeah. Someone's gotta ask.
Quentin: Late freshmen year (a beat) so about I think two years
HOLLY: And you two just clicked?
Quentin: Something like that.
Holly: I suppose everyone has something like that (a beat) My coat. 
(She approaches a Matt Damon film poster on the wall. Quentin takes his seat by the 
television) 
Holly: I came for my coat.
Quentin: Yeah. I figured.
Holly: Is that your poster?
QUENTIN: Damn right. (a beat)  Cameron's taste isn't the best.
HOLLY: Really.
Quentin: If he got his way...
Holly: So you keep him check...
Quentin: I don't know...
Holly: Matt Damon is an amazing actor
QUENTIN: One of my favorites
HOLLY: He is my favorite.
QUENTIN: Really
HOLLY: Ben Affleck would be nothing without him. You like clerks too?
Quentin: Yeah. Can't wait for the sequel.
Holly: We've met right.
Quentin: Well tonight.
Holly: No, before.
Quentin: I definitely would have remembered some.. (a beat) I don't think so.
Holly: What are you watching? (a beat) Its paused. (a beat) And the popcorn. Must be 
getting cold.
Quentin: Mr. Damon's masterpiece.
Holly: Rounders-.. (Quentin smiles)
Quentin: Good Will Hunting. The popcorn's still warm.
Holly: Better script not as good as a performance.
Quentin: I got the commentary with him Van Sant and Affleck
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Holly: I wonder if he's on the commentary for Gigli (she sits close to him)
Quentin: You know your movies (a beat)
(Quentin starts the DVD. Holly readjusts herself closer to him.)

Fade to Black.

Int. Cameron and Quentin's Bedroom
(Fade Up. Cameron enters as Holly is in a state of undress she continues dressing.)

Holly: Hi.
Cameron: Hi.
(Quentin enters in his bathrobe.)
Quentin: Hi
(Cameron turns around)
Cameron: Hi.

Int. Dining Hall
(Cameron eats alone. Quentin later joins him. The two sit across from each other. Silence. 
Broken after about a minute.)

Quentin: Good Pasta
Cameron: She won't talk to me
Quentin: This sauce is meatier than usual
(Cameron stares at Quentin as he sucks the spaghetti. Quentin stops and eats it. He wipes 
his mouth.)
Cameron: She won't talk to me.
Quentin: What's your point?
Cameron: You didn't call her after...
Quentin: That's not why
Cameron: I invite 'em over you screw her friend and than don't call (a beat) This one's on 
you (two beats) Its not (half a beat) Its not on you (a beat) 
(Quentin continues eating.)
Quentin: Have you thought that maybe its not about me?
Cameron: Its all your fault.
Quentin: She stands you up (a beat) shows up on a date with Holly (two beats) and now 
she won't talk to you. You know me. I don't... (a beat) Couldn't it be that she doesn't want 
you.
Cameron: No.
Quentin: Have you asked her?
Cameron: You ask a girl that, you just know. Did you ask Holly that?
Quentin: Didn't have to.
Cameron: I don't have to. I just know. I know.
Quentin: How do you know?
Cameron: My gut. (Quentin scoffs) How long have we known each other?
Quentin: Here comes the guilt.
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Cameron: Since we were freshmen
Quentin: And the answering your own questions...
Cameron: You might be right. But I won't know. And you know its been... since
Quentin: Yeah. The bitch.
Cameron: I prefer (a beat) mistake.
Quentin: Everybody has a talent and yours is attracting the pathological.
Cameron: I just want another chance.
Quentin: That's the thing. Its not all or nothing? Its college, there's only one constant (a 
beat) there isn't one.
Cameron: You're right. For once you're right. That's why I think I can fix this. And if I 
fuck it up again, I want it on me.

(Phone Rings. Silent.  The last scene overlays the this one. The phone continues to ring. )

Int. Dining Hall
Quentin and Holly sit across from each other. Quentin is being charming and Holly 
receptive. The phone rings. Cameron joins them. He's uncertain about where to sit.  )

Int. Food Court. 
(Quentin and Holly pick out Ice Cream. They hold hands as they leave. Quentin turns to 
the camera in back of them. He mouths "Help Me.")

(Phone picks up. Cameron and Samantha speak in whispered tones.)
CAMERON: Hey Sam
SAMANTHA: Cameron
CAMERON: I miss you and (a beat) I was kinda hoping we could talk again
(Music under)
SAMANTHA: Talk is harmless
CAMERON: How are you?
SAMANTHA: I'm fine
CAMERON: Why don't I don't believe you
SAMANTHA: I'd think that's more you than me
CAMERON: I didn't know that they were going to...
SAMANTHA: But they did

Scene fades into: 
Int. Cameron & Quentin's room
(Cameron sits up with his back hunched on his bed. Silence.The conversation catches up 
with picture.)

SAMANTHA: Still there?
CAMERON: I still don't understand (a beat) Why this is a problem? I..
Samantha: I'm sorry
Cameron: This isn't about them is it.
Samantha: Why don't we get together tomorrow. We could have dinner.
Cameron: I'm not so sure about that
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Samantha: How about 6? At the dining Hall.
(Awkward Silence)
Samantha: Cameron.
(Dial tone. Several beats of silence. )

Fade to Black.

Int. Waiting Room
(Fade up. Wide shot. Keely leaves the office of the counselor and sits waiting nervously 
she bites her fingernails. She's listening to Toto's Africa and is tapping her feet and 
shaking with the music. Medium Shot. Side POV shot. She's joined by Cameron. Aloof 
he sits aside her as if she doesn't exist. Waits a beat and than stands up and moves aside 
one chair. Awkward silence. She takes off her headphones they sit around her neck.)

Keely: So how's your lad?
Cameron: Wha?
Keely: Your dude, your feller (awkward ]silence) that well? He'll buck up.
Cameron: What are you listening to?
Keely: Africa (a beat)
Cameron: That'll be pretty hard to do
Keely: What?
Cameron: To Listen to Africa.
Keely: Well I'm doing it.
Cameron: It was a (a beat) Maybe I should stop talking to women all together. (as 
Samantha enters)
Keely: Hi
Cameron: (A half a beat later.  He turns to Keely) Hello.
Samantha: You know each other. (Cameron stands)
Keely: Is he the daffodil. (to Samantha) He's the daffodil.
Cameron: I (stutters)
Samantha: Cameron
Keely: What about me?
Cameron: I..
Quentin (v.o.): Have you thought that maybe its not about me.
Samantha: I'm sorry
Cameron:  I should go. I have to go now.
(Music up Toto's Africa. Cameron Leaves. Cameron staggers his way out of the door and 
runs.)

Int. 2nd Bathroom. 
(Cameron splashes his face with water. As someone flushes and leaves the bathroom.)
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Black Screen
(White letters "An Hour Later")

Int. 2nd Bathroom. 
(Fade In. Cameron sits on the floor of the bathroom. Quentin approaches. Quentin helps 
him up.)

Fade to black.

Int. Cameron and Quentin's Dormroom
(Fade up. Holly sits being spun by Quentin Cameron's chair. Cameron enters. They leave 
together. Cameron trails behind them. )

Int. Dining Hall
(Cameron sits across from Quentin and Holly. He's making Holly laugh. )

(Music down and out.)

Int. Library Front Desk
(POV Cameron waits in line where he sees only a pair of hands working. As the line 
begins to dissolve. He sees Sprocket. Samantha tells him that she wants this one. She 
checks out his books. )

Samantha: Do you need a bag?
Cameron: No.
(Cameron walks toward the stairs)
Samantha: I still have the daffodil.  (he slowly turns back to her)
Cameron: (meekly) I bought you a dozen.
(He slowly backs his way down the stairs, turns and leaves)

Fade to Black.
Roll Credits. 
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